
Easy -to -build CMOS 

radio receiver 

One of the most fun things you 
can build always is a new and differ- 
ent version of the good old fa- 
shioned am broadcast radio. 

Everybody loved the crystal sets 
of the Twenties; the one -tube jobs of 
the Forties; the two- transistor rigs 
of the Sixties. As we head into the Ex- 
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The basic CMOS amplifier consists of a pai 
of complimentary p- and n -channel MOS 
enhancement type FETS. 
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Fun for tonight! Build our easy receiver and 
learn how to handle CMOS integrated 
circuits. 

citing Eighties, here's a new version 
of the old favorite, built around the 
latest electronic technology available 
to experimenters. It's easy to build and 
will provide hours of entertainment 
fun. 

CMOS integrated circuits (ICs) 
are being used with increasing fre- 
quency today because, in digital cir- 
cuits, they use less power, operate 
over a wider voltage range and re- 
quire a higher input impedance. 

CMOS ICs are fabricated with 
Complementary MOS field -effect transis- 
tors (Fh1 s) and have certain very 
interesting features, induding the use 
of both P and N types of semicon- 
ductors in the same IC package. 

In fact, there's one type of CMOS 
IC which can be used in linear circuits, 
such as am broadcast radio 
receivers! 

It's the CD4007A dual comple- 
menttaaryry pair plus inverter IC. It has 
six FETs inside. You can experiment 
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with this IC by building our simple re- 
ceiver project. 

We'll use the 4007 as an audio am- 
plifier fed by a germanium diode 
detector and a loopstick antenna tuned 
circuit for the broadcast band. 

The receiver is housed in a compact 
metal cabinet with a 9 -volt battery 
for power, and can drive a small 
speaker or low impedance 
headphones. 

The receiver circuit 
Signals from the antenna are fed 

through J1 and tuned by the broad- 
cast -band tuned circuit of Ll and 
C3. The signals are detected by the 
germanium diode Dl and coupled 
through C2 to the input of the first 
section of the CD4007A (IC1A). 

This section is biased by the two se- 
ries resistors R1 -R2 and the ampli- 
fied signal is coupled through C6 to 
the volume control R4 and to the 
input of the second IC section (IC1B). 



The complementary metal -oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS) IC employs 
both p- channel and n- channel FET's 
on the same silicon substrate as 
shown in the basic schematic. Only 
one of the FET's is operational at a time 
as each of the devices are enhance- 
ment mode types. 

The gate voltage input signal swing 
will only turn on the FET that will oper- 
ate in the same polarity direction as the 
signal. For example, the n- channel de- 
vice will conduct on a positive going 
signal, and the p- channel device will 
conduct on a negative going signal. At 
zero input, neither device will conduct. 

As each of the FETs conduct, the 
CMOS output is connected to either 
the power supply, or to ground, de- 
pending upon the input signal polarity. 
The circuit operates as an inverter as 
the output signal is the logical comple- 
ment of the input. 

As the FET devices are insulated 
gate types, the input resistance of the 
CMOS is very high, in the millions of 
megohms. The power consumption of 
the CMOS (when used in digital appli- 
cations) is very low, as only one of the 

The CMOS IC 

FETs are turned on at one time. 

When CMOS are biased in the linear 
portion of their voltage transfer char- 
acteristics, they can be used in linear 
applications as well as the more com- 
mon digital uses. The simplest way of 
biasing is to connect a high value re- 
sistance (R in the schematic) between 
the input and the output of the CMOS. 

The CMOS IC used in our receiver 
circuit is an RCA CD4007A in a 14 -pin 
dual in -line plastic package. It is listed 
as a dual complementary pair plus 
inverter device. 

As shown in the IC schematic, the 
CD4007A has six FETs fabricated on 
its substrate: three p- channel and 
three n- channel types. 

Two of the p- channel and two of the 
n- channel FETs are connected with 
separate outputs (pins 8 -13 and 1 -5). 
These are the complementary pairs. 

The third pair of FETs are internally 
strapped and has a single output pin 
(12). This section is the inverter. 

The other two sections are strapped 
externally in our receiver circuit to also 
function as inverting amplifiers. Pro- 
tective diodes for electrostatic punc- 
tures are included in the circuits. 

This section is biased by R5 and the 
amplified output is fed through C9 to 
IC1C and further amplified. 

The output is coupled through C11 
to the output transformer T1 to J2 
and external 8 -ohm speaker or 
headphones. 

C4 and R3 -05 act as RC decoupling 

circuits to minimize any audio feed- 
back through the dc power circuit 
from Bl. S1 is the on -off switch and 
is coupled to R4. C7 -C10 are rf bypass 
capacitors. 

Most of the receiver components are 
mounted on a 27/s -inch by 21 /z -inch 
section of Radio Shack experimenter's 

printed circuit board (part number 
276 -151). As shown in the wiring dia- 
gram, this particular pc board is 
composed of copper foil squares used 
for soldering component lead con- 
nections, and solder pads for mount- 
ing an IC socket. 

If desired, the circuit can be wired 

611_ 
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with a perf -board and push -in sol- 
der pins in place of the pc board 
section. 

As shown in the photos, the pc 
board is mounted on the bottom of 
a Radio Shack 23/4 by 6 by 4 -inch met- 
al cabinet (part number 270 -260) 
with 4 screws and spacing nuts. The 
cabinet size is not critical, and you 
can use any convenient size cabinet to 
fit your components. 

Begin construction by cutting the pc 
board to size. Inasmuch as both 

R4 ?- 

sections of the pc circuits are identical, 
either side can be used, and the re- 
maining section cut -off. For conve- 
nience, the section used in our 
model was cut one vertical line of cop- 
per foil squares past the pc board 
center line. 

This line of squares is used to 
mount T1 and the connections of the 
leads to B-, GND, and J2. Check 
the wiring diagram before cutting the 
pc board. 

Before soldering the IC socket to the 
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The Radio Shack 276 -151 experimenter PC board is ideal for building the CMOS receiver. 
You'll only need one section of the board. The parts layout shown is neat and provides 
ample clearance between components. 
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pc board pads, check its position; 
the pc pattern has pads for a 16 pin - 
socket and the IC used in our mod- 
el is a 14 pin type. 

The unused two pads can be 
peeled off the board with a sharp knife 
or razor to prevent possible confu- 
sion in wiring the board. The unused 
pads are the ones located near R6 
and C9 connection foil squares. 

Wire the pc board with small di- 
ameter solid wire ( #24) and lengths of 
insulated tubing to prevent any 
possible shorts. Mount the compo- 
nents vertically on the foil squares 
with short leads to minimize move- 
ment, except for C11 which should 
be laid horizontally to prevent any in- 
terference with L1. 

Bend out the tabs of T1 and solder 
them to the foil squares to hold the 
transformer securely in place, and cut 
the leads to size before connecting 
them to the foil squares to keep them 
away from the IC1 circuits to pre- 
vent any possible feed -back coupling. 
After mounting the pc board com- 
ponents, set the board aside. 

Locate and mount the cabinet 
components, R4 and C3, on the front 
panel in the approximate locations 
shown in the photos. Then mount J1 

and J2 on the rear panel and install 
a ground lug on J2. Use lockwashers 
under the mounting nuts to prevent 
accidental movement of the compo- 
nents. Position the pc board on the 
bottom of the cabinet and locate the 
four corner mounting holes. 

Drill the holes and mount the pc 
board with machine screws and 
spacing nuts to keep the board bottom 
approximately 1/16 -inch up from 
the cabinet bottom. 

Bend a 1/2 -inch wide by 11/4 -inch 
high (with a 1/z -inch foot) bracket from 
the sheet aluminum and cut a hole 
near the top to fit Ll. Mount the 
bracket on the box bottom with a 
machine screw and nut so that the Ll 
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Do not eliminate the bypass capacitors. They are 

needed for safety reasons. All capacitors are 1KV 
ceramic disks. 

Figure 4: ITV stub 

A shorted stub across your tv set's 
antenna terminals can help to elimi- 
nate annoying buzz -saw harmonics 
from your set's 15,750 hertz horizon- 
tal oscillator. Here's how to build such 
a stub. A piece of 300 -ohm tv lead -in 
twinlead wire is cut to a length of 
exactly 21 inches and the far end, away 
from the tv set connection, is shorted 
together and grounded. If tv signals 
are reduced, try shortening or 
lengthening the stub. A high -pass filter 
installed at your set's antenna termi- 
nals also can be very effective in re- 
ducing interference as well as helping 
to insulate your set against tvi from CB 
or ham transmitters. An excellent 
high -pass filter is available from R.L. 
Drake Co., 540 Richard St., Miamis- 
burg, OH 45342. 

able from Modern Electronics, 14 Vander - 
venter Ave., Port Washington, NY 
11050, for $1 plus 25¢ postage and han- 
dling. 

The FCC book is especially good since 
it lists addresses of most electronic 
appliance manufacturers. It also tells 
you how to register an official rfi com- 
plaint with the FCC if your best efforts 
otherwise fail. 

Work around it 
While you can tolerate some noise and 

interference and can often work around 
it, it's better to get rid of as much as you 
can in order to make listening and com- 
municating a great deal easier and more 
enjoyable. 

Experiencing interference, you need 
to identify just what is causing the inter- 
ference, take its "electronic finger- 
prints," and track it down. It's best to try 
to cure man -made noise at the source, 
and if you can't, there are several things 
you can do to our equipment to help 
filter out what noise you will have to live 
with. 

We'll never get rid of all "inbound rfi" 
but you can certainly do a good job or 
"riding herd" on it! 

"YOU DON'T 
HAVE TO CLIMB 

AMOUNTAIN 
TO X11 

ENLIGHTENMENT" 

Just send away for the Con- 
sumer Information Catalog and a key 
to enlightenment will appear in your 
mailbox. 

The Consumer Information 
Catalog is put out by the Federal 
Government. And it lists over 200 of 
their booklets that you can send 
away for. Most are free. And they can 
help you with things like how to buy 
a home, how to grow vegetables, how 
to deal with headaches, simple 
plumbing repairs and many other 
everyday and not -so- everyday 
problems. 

So if you wish to learn about 
the mystic sensibilities of the 
wayward ancients, put on your climb- 
ing gear. 

But, if you wish to know about 
how to fix a leaky faucet, send for the 
catalog. Write: Consumer Informa- 
tion Center, Dept. A, Pueblo, Colo- 
rado 81009. 

Remember, it's free. Which is 
only right. After all, the first step 
towards enlightenment shouldn't 
enlighten your pocketbook. 

THE CONSUMER 
INFORMATION CATALOG 
A catalog of over 200 helpful publications. 

CMOS receiver 
continued from page 46 
lugs are near J1 and connect Cl be- 
tween Ji and Ll as shown in the 
schematic. 

Bend a section of sheet aluminum 
around 131 to form a mounting 
bracket for the battery and install it 
with a machine screw and nut on 
the box bottom. Complete and check 
the wiring of the receiver, and then 
install IC1 into its socket. 

Part 
number 

Parts List 

Description 

Bi Nine -volt battery 
Cl 68 pf capacitor 
C2,C6 .005 mid disk ceramic 272 -130 
C3 365 pf variable capacitor 
C4 470 mfd, 16 V electrolytic 
C5,C11 10 mfd, 16 V electrolytic 272 -952 
C7,C10 220 pf disk ceramic 272 -124 
C8,C9 .0027 mfd capacitor 
Di 1N34Á germanium diode 276 -1123 
IC1,1C2 CD4007A integrated cir- 

cuit 
J1,J2 RCA phono jacks 
L1 Loopstick antenna 
R3 4.7K resistor 
R1,R2,R5 18M resistor 
R4 500K volume control 

w /switch " 

R6 10M resistor 
T1 Output transformer -500 

ohm primary to 8 ohm sec- 
ondary ' 

Radio 
Shack 

number 

23 -151 

270 -1430 

Notes: All resistors, except R4, can be 1/4- 

watt composition type such as Radio 
Shack's 271 -1300 series. You'll also need a 

cabinet, such as Radio Shack's 270 -260, 
tuning knob, a section of Radio Shack's 276- 
151 Experimenter's Board, a 14 -pin DIP IC 
socket such as Radio Shack's 276 -1999, and 
miscellaneous hardware. 

For best results a good external 
antenna and a ground connection are 
required. Connect the antenna to 
the center connector of J1 and the 
ground connection to the outside 
shell or cabinet. Connect either a small 
8 -ohm speaker or a pair of 8 -ohm 
headphones to J2, and turn the receiv- 
er on by rotating R4 clockwise (ac- 
tuating S1). 

Tune C3 for a station, and adjust 
the volume with R4. If the volume 
lowers as the control is turned 
clockwise, change the connections to 
the outside terminals of R4 (connec- 
tions to the resistance element). 

The selectivity of the receiver will 
not be very great because it has only 
one tuned circuit, but improvement 
can be made by adjusting the antenna 
loading by changing the value of 
Cl. A smaller capacity will have light- 
er loading, more selectivity, but less 
sensitivity. Adjust the inductance of 
L1 as required to tune for stations 
on the low end of the band. 
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